Computer Science Faculty and Students

You are invited to join us for another informative SUN Tech Demo

**Java ME (Mobile Edition) Tech Demo**
Visual Mobile Applications with Java Mobile Edition

**Wednesday, 9 July, 2008**
in the Saal Auditorium (# 202), Alon Hi-Tech Building (#37)

**Beginning at 16:00**

Required online registration: [http://sun.vzwar.com](http://sun.vzwar.com)

For more information, contact:

Prof. Ronen Brafman, brafman@cs.bgu.ac.il
Department of Computer Science, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
08-6428041

Rise Silverman, Administrative Coordinator
The Lynne and William Frankel Center for Computer Science
Department of Computer Science, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
08-642-8032
fradmin@cs.bgu.ac.il